For years of lasting beauty, durability and renewability the Griffon Innovations® Grab Bar is a practical investment. Available in most standard industry sizes, wide color choices, and installed with concealed hardware makes this a functional and versatile grab bar.

**CHALLENGES**
- An easy to install grab bar.
- Durable, stain resistant clean finish.
- Choosing materials that bring warmth to a sterile environment.
- Finding materials that can out perform comparable units.

**SOLUTION**
- The Griffon Innovations® Grab Bar available in all DuPont™ Corian® colors meets all the challenges you face.

**RESULTS**
- The Griffon Innovations® Grab Bar made of DuPont™ Corian® for smooth, inviting touch and aesthetically pleasing design.
- Integrates well with the Griffon Innovations® Wallcladding System.
- Clean, durable, easily maintained.
- Parts list available for most standard industry sizes.
- Designed for ease of installation using concealed hardware.
- Unequal color choices.
- Easily field modified.

**ATTRIBUTED VALUE OF THE Griffon® GRAB BAR**
- Continuous application
- Nonporous and does not foster growth of microorganisms
- Lower maintenance cost
- DuPont™ Corian® can help earn points for LEED program
- Easy installation
- Extended life cycle
- Class 1/A fire rated
Grifform Innovations®
Grab Bars-
Determined to improve your environment.

Grifform Innovations® offer an array of 1-3/8” diameter Grab Bars in most industry standard sizes. For short runs our bars may be customized both in size, configuration and color. Built using DuPont™ Corian® offers you a broad color pallet. The unique monolithic grab bar affords continuous lengths of seamless run application. For additional safety we have added the super grip surface. The care and maintenance and the inviting touch add to the aesthetic features of the Grifform Innovations® Grab Bar. The components and concealed hardware attachment make installation an easy operation. There is a parts list to refer to for ease in ordering.
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GB42

Grifform Innovations® In Healthcare

Grifform® offers nearly a hundred healthcare-related products. Each is designed to solve a specific challenge or problem. Of the many products we offer, pay particular attention to the Grifform Innovations® Wall Cladding System. Each feature the winning combination of solid surface suitability for healthcare and Grifform® innovation.
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